Assistant Professor Chaitra Gopalappa in the department of industrial engineering develops systems engineering models of disease epidemiology for analyses of national disease prevention and control strategies. Learn why she chose UMass Amherst, what she teaches in her honors courses, and about her current projects with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization. Read more...

Matthew Minafo '16 is combining his interests in business and community service through the Isenberg Citizens First Initiative. The program was developed as a community service platform for students in the Isenberg School of Management to learn about volunteer opportunities and to develop the mindset of good citizenship prior to entering the workforce. Read more...
Gregory Su '10 took advantage of research opportunities early in his undergraduate education, working in a lab with faculty in the department of polymer science and engineering. This experience led him to be selected for the prestigious Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship as a junior, which has served him well in his graduate studies in materials engineering at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Read more...

Honors alumni Daniel Devoe '04 and Luke Goodrich '01 joined five other alumni attorneys at the fall 2015 Meet the Law event on October 14. This event, held each semester, is sponsored by Commonwealth Honors College, the Office of Pre-Law Advising, and the department of political science. The purpose is to connect current UMass Amherst students interested in law careers with a variety of alumni attorneys in different practice areas and stages of their careers. Read more...

SUPPORT HONORS

Making higher education accessible, affordable, and open to deserving students is part of UMass Amherst's original land-grant mission. You can help make certain that promising students can continue to come to UMass Amherst regardless of their family's financial means by supporting the Community Scholarship Program. Commonwealth Honors College is encouraging alumni to contribute to the Community Scholarship fund for students accepted to Commonwealth Honors College.

The Community Scholarship Program, launched in 2014, helps to ensure that the doors to an excellent education remain open and within reach for UMass Amherst students. Community Scholarships benefit students with demonstrated financial need with preference for either first-generation college students or those who are underrepresented on the UMass Amherst campus. These scholarships will ease the financial burden on families, enable students to remain focused on progress toward their degrees, and open up career choices including public service and entrepreneurship.

Please make your gift today. Thank you!
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